
Let’s prepare for Tet 

P A G E  1   GREEN GROUP  

In January, the Green group was busy 

preparing for Tet, as was every else in 

Vietnam. To under-

stand and prepare for 

this special celebra-

tion, we made rice 

cakes with Mr.Nghia. 

We took part in a 

dragon dance, made 

dragon masks, tasted 

the “5 fruits offer-

ing”,  made lucky 

money („lixi‟) envelopes 

and read a story about 

Tet!. 

using more frequently:  

 “Its broken”, 

  “Oopsidaisy !” 

 “Stop, I don't like it !” 

 “What happened?”  

 “Oh dear! “ (when things 

fall on the floor)  

 Counting or calling each 

The children in the Green group 

have made significant progress in 

their English language develop-

ment, both verbal and non verbal. 

We are observing that the chil-

dren understand more and more, 

can follow simple instructions, 

and express and request what 

they like. Here are some popular 

words the children have been 

others names  

 “What is that?” 

 “No more”  

 “Well done!” 

 “More please!” 

“thank you” 

 “Lets go outside” 

 “Yaki “ 

Green group spent the first 

two weeks of February focus-

ing on what firemen do. Our 

classroom was turned into a 

“dangerous place” with lots 

of pretend fire play and 

“fire” activities. We learned 

about hot and cold objects, 

firemen, fire trucks and fire 

equipment, and safety is-

sues, such as how to stop a 

fire and the sound of a smoke 

alarm device. The children 

showed a lot of interest in this 

hot and exciting topic! 

As a part of our theme “people 

who help us in the community”, the 

Thank you to all the  

parents for your valuable 

support and cooperation. 

 

Green room staff  

Green room on “fire” 

Language development  

 

The Green 
group has 
grown to 12 
children.  
A big warm 
welcome to 
Bastian and 
Bailey who 
started in 
2nd term  

Aditi making a call to An Phu 

supermarket, “Hello”  

Putting out a “BBQ fire” in 

circle time 

Dragon masks in circle time  

Mr.Nghia showing the children how to 

make rice cake  (Banh chung) 

Jessie working 

as a fire officer  
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Khang using very gentle  hands  

Sensory play with shaving foam, “Its snowing 

says Ms Helene, Axel says “look a”! 

Water play continues to be a success every 

Thursday—here Pranav, Or and Shiv playing 

with sea creatures  

Yume, Or and Axel helping Mr.Nghia to carry chairs 

Brushing teeth is an important part of our 

routines Bastian playing in the sandpit  

Oliver and Bailey preparing a feast 

Mischa hiding in the fire 

truck 

Aditi and Jessie are good friends and 

laugh a lot when they play together 

Picture’s from 

this term ... 


